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Breaking news
New joint projects in the sphere of science
and technology were discussed by the
representatives of the Ministry of
Education and Science of Russia and the
European Commission
On 20 June a regular meeting of the Joint RussiaEU Science and Technology Committee was held in
Moscow. The attendees discussed recent results
and set future goals for new international science
projects.
Read more...

Results of the meeting of the expert group
“Rating strategies and scientometrics”
On 23 May 2014 SRTU MISIS hosted the meeting of
the expert group “Rating strategies and
scientometrics” acting within the framework of the
project office of the federal program 5-100 “Global
competitiveness enhancement among global
leading research and education centers”
Read more...
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What's new with you?
Famous professors from USA, Australia,
Germany, Norway and Russia in FEFU
Far Eastern Federal University is hosting new
visiting professors. Scientists who are working in
leading universities and research centers of USA,
Australia, Germany, Norway, and Russia, are
arriving in May within the FEFU's Visiting Professors
Program and international master programs.
Read more...

KFU goes up in QS ranking
Kazan Federal University has improved its ranking
among BRICS countries by 10 points from number
79 last to 69 in 2014, and became 12th among
Russian educational institutions in that list.
Read more...

Nobel Prize Winners Deliver Lectures at
PhystechBio Conference
The international MIPTBio conference on universitybiomedical industry interaction was held at MIPT on
May 29 and 30. Among the guests were two Nobel
Prize winners, Michael Levitt and Robert Huber,
who also delivered separate talks.
Read more...

Day of Nationalities
This holiday with music, dancing and delicious
national cuisines took place at MISiS on May 16. The
Day of Nationalities was attended by
representatives from over thirty nationalities and
from twenty Moscow universities.
Read more...
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TSU
International
Department
of
Management opens "double" master’s
degree with Vilnius University
Doctor of social sciences from Vilnius University
Larissa Belinskaya worked in May in TSU. She read a
course of lectures to the International Department
of Management "Enterprise risk management"
students and also took part in the master's program
discussion of the "dual" degree between TSU and
International Business School in the "Management"
direction.
Read more...

TPU – the Best University Outside of
Capitals
Tomsk Polytechnic University entered in June the
top 10 of two prestigious rankings; again became
the first university outside the capital cities in the
ranking of universities in Russia according to the
rating agency “Expert RA" and became one of the
leaders of the National University Ranking.
Read more...

Experts discuss issues related to big data
processing
The Second International Conference on
Information
Technology
and
Quantitative
Management (ITQM 2014) took place on June 3-5,
drawing 120 professionals from 29 countries to
consider issues of model performance and decisionmaking algorithms when processing large amounts
of data.
Read more...

NRNU MEPhI Engineering Science Center
opens doors for MIT students
The beginning of a long-awaited summer in the
NRNU MEPhI ESC was accompanied by expected
and interesting event. For the first time MIT student
came on training in Engineering Science Center.
Read more...
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Lobachevsky State University got 30 Budget
Places of Preferential Admissions for
International Students
Lobachevsky State University of Nizhni Novgorod
won the Russian Government competition for
preferential admissions of international students
and stateless persons for study in academic year
2014/15 and got the maximum quota of 30 places.
State funding allows UNN to launch an admissions
campaign in Russia and abroad.
Read more...

NSU from a Different Viewpoint
A famous Dutch scientist, emeritus professor at
Delft University of Technology and the head of the
Energy Process Modeling Laboratory at NSU Kemal
Hanjalic has shared his vision of NSU.
Read more...

SSAU expects to double the number of
enrolled foreign students
SSAU Admission Committee notes the substantial
increase in interest from the foreign applicants this
year. The number of applications from foreign
countries has already surpassed last year's totals 76 applications. Based on the experience of
admission campaigns of previous years, SSAU
expects summer 2014 to enrol about 150 foreign
students in the university.
Read more...

International Week ‘Effective University
Networking: Response to Global
Challenges’
From 21st of May till 24th May 2014 within the
frameworks of Program ‘5-100-2020’
implementation, objective 6.2, action 6.2.3 the
International Week ‘Effective University
Networking: Response to Global Challenges’ was
traditionally hold in SPbSPU.
Read more...
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How to create a modern university
campus?
Representatives of universities, business community
and experts, urban planners discussed prospects of
creation new multifunctional university centers and
capabilities allowing people to transform effectively
the historic territory of the higher education
institutions taking into account the needs of
students and features of a modern city.
Read more...

Ural Federal University welcomes students
from Sharda University (India)
The project of UrFU Institute of International
Education “Summer University” has started. During
four weeks the students from Sharda University
(India) will learn Russian entrepreneurship
fundamentals.
Read more...
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Project related news
The 6th Annual International Symposium on
University Rankings and Quality Assurance
2014
This annual international symposium, now in its sixth
year, will assess the challenges that lie ahead in
creating and maintaining comprehensive and userfriendly systems for university rankings.
Read more...

Continuing education as a stimulus for
human development and a factor of socioeconomic inequalities. / Ed. by Iu. V. Latov
(PhD in Economics, Dr.Hab. in Sociology).
M.: IS RAS, 2014.
The book is targeted for the sociologists and
economists who investigate into interrelations
between education and socio-economic factors of
human development as well as for those who are
interested in issues of the Russian society
modernization.
Read more (PDF)
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